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Presentation Notes
My part of this session is to give some examples of the actions we have seen that meet criticality challenges.
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I will do that by looking at these four elements or groups of elements.They provide examples of actions that have either maintained their criticality rating or reduced it in the last year.  The possible range of actions are new capacity; substitution; light weighting and new or improved recycling.  The examples I have touch on a number of these either addressing the demand for the critical elements by reducing the forecast use, shown with the stop sign, or they relate to supply shown by the up arrow.   However, before moving into the details, I’d like to set the context against which this analysis is based 
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This slide is in a similar format to one used in previous years at the World Materials Forum.   And just to remind you, these slides will be made available through the WMF website after the forum closes so if I miss commenting on any points you can look at the slides and follow up with any of us later.The graphic on the left is taken from our presentations in 2017.   It shaped our thinking about critical raw materials and is still relevant today, providing the context for the analysis we have undertaken and, we would say, influencing market reaction to the current situation.�Since 2017, the influence of public policy and social acceptability in particular have increased substantially.  Moving to the right, more and more pressure is being placed on industry to improve sustainability; supply is more difficult to change quickly but does provide long term solutions once it has been commissioned; and finally substitution is also an important factor in the choices being made, often in reaction to short term price changes and sometimes with unintended consequences.Behind these comments is the fact that for a supply chain to be healthy it must be profitable at every step.  This requires a degree of openness that is not always comfortable for producers or consumers.In the coming slides I will give examples of where we have seen changes that reflect these pressures.   Starting with a situation where recycling and substitution are a key focus 



Sustainability

REE – Recycling an economic challenge, Substitution a technical one

● Very expensive dismantling 
process and non-standardized 
manufacturing makes it difficult to 
recycle magnets, especially NdFeB 

● No industry accepted standards for 
collecting used magnets or for 
manufacture of recyclable magnets

Criticality Score
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Rare Earths
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● Goldwind currently recycles its own 
magnets 

● Lab scale research (TU Delft 
University) on combining pyro / 
hydrometallurgy to extract REEs 
from permanent magnets

● Use of induction motors in Electric 
Vehicles

Main Challenges Innovations/Industry Approach

Uncertainty of supply

High recycling rate needed to maintain supply / demand balance and 
geopolitical supply risk, but technology lacking

Forecast supply deficit for 2027 is greater than 50% 

Vulnerability to the absence of substitution
Little real alternative to rare earth magnets in many small motors
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You have heard about rare earths from Pierre.  I am taking a l slightly different approach but before launching into that discussion, I should explain a little about the slides I am using as the format is repeated through the rest of the presentation.  On the left-hand side, we show the element or series of elements being discussed together with their atomic number and a colour coding to reflect their criticality score.  Perhaps more interesting is the radar plot bottom left  showing how the criticality score has changed from last year, in blue to this year in pink – which you can’t see here because the scores remain unchanged year on year.These elements come with a high political risk, as highlighted in the radar diagram, with the concentration of supply from China and that is being put into effect in the trade war between USA and China.I’d also like to highlight uncertainty of supply.  There is a forecast deficit of 50% in 2027.  The rare earth community needs to take action now to address these two imbalances.  We very much hope that MP Materials and their Mountain Pass complex will address both of these concerns.There are other challenges:  It is very expensive dismantling magnets making recycling very expensive.  There are no industry standards for the manufacture of recyclable magnets or for collecting used magnets.   There is research to improve the  economics of recycling, but no breakthroughs yet.There has been equally slow progress in finding substitutes.  Induction motors are talked about / tried but are not being adopted.



New 
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rivalry 

Consolidation in 
China High 
government 
involvement

Entry Barriers: High
● Economic REE deposits are 

rare
● Lack of available capital vs. 

high upfront cost of 
separation facilities

● Little focus from mining 
majors

● Lack of quality deposits

Customer Power: High
● Concentrated customer 

base
● Majority of downstream 

production (i.e. magnets) 
in China

● Significant value-add 
occurs downstream

● Strong market support for 
stable non-China supply

Substitution Risk: medium
● Cost of REE as % of total 

product cost 
● Some availability of 

competing technologies 
(i.e. induction motor in 
cars) for certain 
applications

● But, significant trade-off in 
performance / efficiency

Supplier Power: Medium
● Mineral rights and “social 

license to operate” 
difficulties

● Beneficiation and 
processing using readily 
available reagents

● Environmental awareness 
driving greater government 
intervention

REE – Malaysian and Chinese supply struggle to meet demand

Further standards and industry development required
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Here we are showing a chart of rare earth producers to highlight the dominance of China.   We have also prepared a porter five forces analysis from which I will draw to your attention a few points.   First of all, rare earth elements are not geologically rare, but economic ones are rare, and we need to see the customer power and strong support for stable non-china supply to translate into investment and capacity increases, outside China.There is a lot of detail on this slide, needless to say it supports the situation with rare earths - they remain a vulnerable sector, ideally suited to use as a political weapon but this will ultimately lead to investment in new capacity and eventually a reduction in its criticality.



Copper – deficit deferred as producers react
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29 Has reduced as shelved mining projects have been fast-tracked to financing. 
Ten Tier 1 (>100ktpa) “Firm Projects” in January 2019 vs six in Jan 2018 and 
five in Jan 2017 

Significantly larger pipeline of projects in the 2019 database compared 
with 2017, but not back to 2015 levels
Long run year project cost curves, real (2018$) full economic costs, $/t
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With copper we are focused on supply.   Here the story is a good one for copper consumers.  Copper’s criticality score has declined year on year, there is more clarity about demand, but perhaps more importantly the supply gap has declined.  The supply reaction reflects the maturity of the industry and the economics of new capacity.To illustrate this, the chart, taken from our long-term copper price report,  shows how companies advance and contract their project pipelines over time.   The peak of potential new capacity ranked by full economic cost / price required to give a return on the necessary investment was in 2015 at [13.5 million tonnes].   It fell to just over 9 million tonnes in 2017 as projects were shelved / put on the back burner.  It has recovered to nearly 12 million tonnes today.  Not all this capacity will be built, but enough will be built to meet anticipated future needs.  The score, for uncertainty of supply is still a 2 because of the overall risk of delivering necessary new capacity.



Period Operator Mine Typical 
Cu kt/a

Initial 
Capex 

$bn

2010-16 MMG/Glencore Las Bambas 400 9.65

2010-13 Rio Tinto Oyu Tolgoi I 150 6.20

2012-19 First Quantum’ Cobre Panama 285 5.87

2012-16 Freeport 
McMoRan Cerro Verde II 270 4.60

2013-18 KGHM Sierra Gorda 150 4.20

2012-15 BHP Escondida OGP I 150 4.20

2011-21 CODELCO Chuquicamata 
block cave 320 3.64

2011-23 Freeport 
McMoRan

Grasberg block 
cave 328 3.03

2013-17 BHP Escondida 
desalination - 3.43

Copper – investment in development had been “banked” in prior years
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Big projects need better visibility of market movements to attract 
funding even in largest diversified miners

Copper capital expenditure from major companies representing ~75% of 
market between 2007-2018 - $bn
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As shown in the table on the right-hand side of this slide, significant new copper mines cost between $3 and $10 billion, they take more than three years to build and between five and ten years to payback the original investment.  The developers of these big mines substantially scaled back their investment spending after 2015 as shown on the bar chart and continued that scale back into last year.  The ratio of development capital to sustaining capital fell from a high of 1.6 to the current level of 0.6.  We are starting to see an upturn in project approvals but reversing that trend, of declining investment in development capital is difficult and vulnerable to setbacks if the economic outlook is unclear. Matching the investment cycle to the demand cycle is a challenge for copper production.  The world does need more large-scale copper mines and Ivanhoe might be about to give it just that with their Kamoa Project.



Nickel – successful production technology change needed
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28 Years of known reserves

Supply outlook maintained through new project identification, but heavy 
concentration on Indonesia

Known reserves increased dramatically in Indonesia more than replacing 
losses elsewhere
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The story for nickel is mixed.  Reserves and geopolitical risks have improved but the vulnerability to the absence of substitution has increased.   Nickel is seen as a safer bet in batteries than cobalt and so lithium ion battery manufacturers are focused on changing the ratio of nickel to cobalt in the battery, increasing the nickel component and reducing the cobalt component.�The geopolitical risk has declined as Indonesia’s Frazer index score has improved, but a lot of new supply is scheduled to come from Indonesia, you can see from the map that there are more than 30 mines / projects in just five provinces there.   Should the political situation change, nickel would be vulnerable.



New projects need aggressive ramp-up schedules to meet demand
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The doughnut chart shows the expected growth in demand for non-stainless-steel nickel.  This is expected to growth by 30% between 2017 and 2022 with two thirds of that growth coming from battery demand, the green segment.   Such a high growth rate has a high degree of uncertainty.   We think that the market can support the growth, but it will rely on new mines meeting their forecast production rates.On the previous slide, I showed that there are lots of projects that might meet that demand, but here I would like to draw to your attention the ramp-up risk of high-pressure acid leach nickel plants, which will provide the source of a lot of new nickel.  You can see that from the start-up year it can take three to five years to reach a peak of production and often that peak is below design capacity and not maintained.Nickel should be a reliable component in battery and other applications, but we need to watch the geopolitical risk and technology risk around the ramp up of new capacity.



Cobalt – risk mitigation through substitution to nickel…
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● Early stage R&D of cobalt free 
batteries e.g. Samsung using 
graphene as cathode and car 
makers (BMW, Toyota etc)

● Recycling – Pyrometallurgy 
(Umicore) and Hydrometallurgy in 
China, Australia and N America.

● Option for new HPAL plants to 
reprocess waste streams provides 
flexibility

Main Challenges Innovations/Industry Approach

Uncertainty of supply
Reaction of artisanal and informal mining sector to increase production has 
exceeded expectations. As regulation and hence acceptance of this sector 
increases, its ability to provide swing capacity will remain

Vulnerability to the absence of substitution
Efforts continue being made to minimise use of cobalt in battery applications
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Cobalt remains in the critical category, but the situation has improved and changed.  With the dominance of production coming from the Democratic Republic of Congo, Cobalt has not benefited from the more favourable Frazer institute assessment of other parts of the world.  [Control risk] Its abundance, low score on years of known reserves, has quickly led to increases in supply.A lot of effort is being made reduce dependence on cobalt.  Substitution is a possibility, but we are unlikely to see a great reduction in demand for cobalt and increasing sources of supply is vitally important.  
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Unused artisanal capacity exists but cobalt is still heading for deficit

In the absence of extensive substitution options, cobalt recycling needs to be ramped up and artisanal mining 
regularised to meet increasing demand

Latent DRC artisanal capacity potential exists and can respond 
to price increases

Prices to remain depressed in the mid-term, but deficits are on 
the horizon
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The cobalt price, shown by the red line in the chart on the right-hand side of this slide,  has declined markedly in the last twelve months, but is forecast to have bottomed out.  The rise in cobalt price was caused by increases in demand; closure of mine capacity and bottlenecks in the supply chain.  These are worthy of a presentation themselves.The market is in surplus as capacity has come back on stream and because of the role played by artisanal miners who have been an important source of supply.  As shown in the pink area of the left-hand chart.This supply has been the cause of much anguish about sourcing cobalt from the Democratic Republic of Congo.  Finding ways to work with artisanal  in an ethical manner – ensuring that they adhere to environmental and labour standards in particular - will be important to gain acceptability of sourcing cobalt from the DRC.  If more of that capacity can be harnessed in an ethical manner, as described by Dr Wendt then it will remove part of the stigma associated with cobalt from the DRC and put a cap on price rises, which will improve the overall proposition for using cobalt.



Criticality Assessment 2019: the key takeaways 
1. Market reactions to criticality were expected in 2018 and were seen strongly in Copper, Nickel and Cobalt, validating 

criticality assessment approach and its predictive capability

2. In an era of rapidly changing demand specifically in the automotive and energy generation sectors, consumers should 
identify key situations where options over future consumption are valuable

3. Consumers need to engage earlier with producers for longer term stability of supply and demand and hence prices

• Nickel and Cobalt: need optimised allocation of units between consuming sectors and flexibility on material sources

• Copper:  better signalling of changes in demand will support financing efforts for largest new assets

• Rare Earth Elements: development and adherence to new standards will ensure recycling supports demand growth

4. Suppliers are behind many of the changes in criticality assessments, but for full circular economy to be realised, more 
changes from Consumers are needed to increase the ease of recycling and competitiveness of secondary materials

5. Responsibility for managing the risk is predominantly lying with producers but this shifts as secondary materials become a 
more significant share of supply
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In the interest of time, I am not going to go through this slide, but conclude by saying that demand uncertainty and price volatility are not in the interest of consumers or producers.   Increasing clarity and openness about demand projections will make it easier for producers to match investments to future demand.It should be remembered that producers are nervous about making large investments,  they are generating cash, but they have been using it to pay down debt, which is almost complete, for share buybacks and dividends, not capital investment.  They have learnt that their shareholders would rather they are conservative than adopt the growth strategies of a few years ago.Increasing cooperation is the way to get stability and reduce the criticality of key raw materials.
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